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document his international musical involvement. He has also appeared at international music festivals, including the
Prague Spring, Concentus Moraviae, International Piano Festival in âeský Krumlov, the Janáãek May Festival, and
the Bohuslav MartinÛ Festival. He has appeared as a soloist with American orchestras, including the Corpus Christi
Symphony Orchestra, Irving Symphony Orchestra, I Palpiti, Meadows Wind Ensemble, and the St Petersburg
Chamber Orchestra. He has also been involved in chamber music performance and as an accompanist in vocal
recitals, notably with the mezzo-soprano Magdalena KoÏená throughout the Czech Republic, in Hamburg and in
Vienna, in France and in the United States.
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The MartinÛ Quartet first came together in 1976 at the
Conservatory in Prague as students of Viktor Mouãka, a member of
the Vlach Quartet. During their studies at the Academy of Music,
the members of the Quartet were taught by Antonín Kohout of the
Smetana Quartet. At the same time they took part in master-classes
with leading ensembles such as the Tel Aviv, Amadeus, Guarneri,
Juilliard and Alban Berg Quartets. The Quartet has taken part in
eight international competitions winning prizes at each. Their most
important successes were at Portsmouth, Munich, Evian and The
Prague Spring Festival. Originally called the Havlák Quartet after
its leader, it changed its name in honour of the composer, Bohuslav
MartinÛ, in 1985. The MartinÛ Quartet has given concerts in most
European countries, in Cuba, the United States, Canada and Japan.
It has appeared at many international festivals and venues,
including Brighton, Bath, Warwick, Frankfurt am Main, and

Kuhmo, the International Forum “PROQUARTET” (Paris), the Arjeplog and Orlando Festivals, the Wigmore Hall in
London, the Dvofiák Hall in Prague, and the Dartington International Summer School. The Quartet appears regularly at
the Prague Spring Festival, and broadcasts on Czech radio and television, and has made a number of recordings for
Radio France, ARD, ORF, the BBC and others. The Quartet’s repertoire includes works from the mainstream of string
quartet literature. Naturally it specialises in the works of Czech composers such as Smetana, Dvofiák and Janáãek, with
particular interest in the works of Bohuslav MartinÛ. In January 2004 the Quartet’s recording of MartinÛ’s String
Quartets, Vol. 2 (Naxos 8.553783) won the “Best Chamber/Solo Instrumental 20th Century” category at MIDEM in
France. The Quartet’s recording of Sylvie Bodorová’s Terezin Ghetto Requiem for baritone and string quartet was
Musicweb’s CD of the month in November 2003. 
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Chamber music, in all of its many combinations from
ensembles of up to nine instruments to duos, occupies a
significant place in the vast output of Bohuslav MartinÛ.
Although it is the sequence of string quartets, spanning a
period of some three decades (1917-47) that constitutes his
most substantial contribution to the genre [Naxos
8.553459, 8.553782 and 8.553783], there are few chamber
formations whose possibilities he did not try out, not least
the piano quintet, a medium that had held considerable
appeal for composers during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, and whose late-Romantic expressive
overtones MartinÛ found not at all incompatible with the
distinctly post-Romantic aesthetic favoured during his
maturity. 

Although he had composed a piano quintet as early as
1911, the two numbered works came much later. The First
Piano Quintet emerged in 1933, a period during which
MartinÛ, who had come through the heady excesses of
1920s Paris with its predilection for jazz and dance music
(idioms that were extensively explored in his music), was
focussing on more clear-cut stylistic elements, coupled
with a renewed interest in the folk-lore and traditional
music of his native Bohemia, then part of Czechoslovakia.
Compact in its formal dimensions and restrained in
expression, the work is a fine instance of the neo-classicism
dominating MartinÛ’s instrumental output in the 1930s.
Typically, each of its four movements obeys classical
principles without ever merely imitating them. 

The first movement begins with a vigorous idea shared
between all five instruments, before the piano makes a
commanding transition to the second main theme, which is
subdued and capricious by turns. This brings about the
main climax, whereupon the piano effects a more self-
effacing transition back to the livelier idea. The themes
then alternate on the way to a surprisingly impassioned
ending. The second movement opens with a flowing,
hymn-like theme on strings, taken up by the piano so that a
ruminative dialogue develops. A more forceful central
section provides necessary contrast, before the main theme

resumes at a marked tonal distance from before, building
intensively before dying away regretfully in the strings. A
brief coda, drawing on both themes, brings the mood full
circle. The third movement is an intermezzo whose often
lively rhythmic syncopation is typical of the composer. The
trio section is characterized by a folk-like theme heard over
a tonally ambivalent accompaniment, after which the initial
theme resumes its animated course as before. The fourth
and final movement brings with it an incisive theme that is
energetically discussed by the quintet, with the march-like
second theme rather more ironic in tone. Both of these
themes feature in an intensive central development, led
away from by the second theme. This is now curtailed so
that the first theme can be brought back into play for an
augmented and decisive conclusion: one that may yet catch
the first-time listener unaware. 

Composed in 1944, the Second Piano Quintet is a
product of the war-years that MartinÛ spent in and around
New York. Although he adapted to his American
environment more readily than others of his
contemporaries, an element of restiveness, even anxiety, is
seldom far from the surface of his music during that time.
Such is true of the quintet, cast on a larger scale than its
predecessor and also more innovative in its approach to
formal issues. Although it was written immediately before
the Third Symphony [Naxos 8.553350], the work’s mood
of cautious optimism is rather closer to that of the Fourth
Symphony [Naxos 8.553349] that succeeded it, as is the
often intricate and diaphanous instrumentation. 

The first movement gradually comes into focus
through an undulating motion on piano and strings, with
the robust main theme only then taking shape. As with
other of MartinÛ’s instrumental works of this period, there
are numerous secondary but related ideas that throw the
main theme into greater relief, not least a mysterious one at
the centre that brings back the opening music in varied
form. The second movement is one of the composer’s most
thoughtful Adagios, building from a few simple phrases
into a noble dialogue and complemented by an unworldly,
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ostinato-driven idea that might almost be a prototype for
certain Minimalist music of several decades hence. This
gives way to a version of the first theme heard radiantly on
violin, then to a searching passage on strings, before the
opening is recalled on the way to a gentle close. The third
movement is a fully-fledged scherzo whose main theme
nonchalantly trades exchanges between the strings over a
lively piano accompaniment, culminating in a hectic chase
to the close. By contrast, the trio is spare and almost self-
effacing in manner, while being no less rhythmically alert.
The scherzo then resumes much as before, but this time the
‘chase’ brings about a more decisive end. The fourth
movement opens with a slow introduction of a sustained
intensity and tonal freedom not found elsewhere. The
Allegro that follows is a perfect foil in its nimble energy
and relaxed manner, though the introduction is to make its
presence felt in an intensified mid-way return. After this, a
much-curtailed version of the Allegro returns to take the
whole work through to its breathless conclusion. 

Baroque stylisms and procedures were as important to
MartinÛ as those from the Classical era, as is demonstrated
in the Sonata for Two Violins and Piano composed in 1932
(two years after a Sonatina for the same combination): a
work freer and also more relaxed in its manner than are the
quintets. The first movement begins with an animated
theme that has a distinct rustic feel. A second idea is
moodier in expression, without undermining the essentially
good-natured manner of the movement overall, which
presently heads to a lively close. The second movement
combines both slow movement and finale. The Andante is
pensive but never overly tragic in its manner, though
building to a climax of due seriousness. It draws to a
thoughtful yet audibly provisional close, at which point the
Allegro is launched in decisive fashion. This features a
notably darker central section, which is yet too brief to
dispel the high spirits that soon return to take the work on
to its effervescent close. 

Richard Whitehouse

Karel Košárek

Karel Ko‰árek, graduated from the P.J. Vejvanovský Conservatory of KromûfiíÏ
and continued with his studies under Valentina Kameníková at the Prague
Conservatory, before entering the Prague Academy of Performing Arts, where he
studied with Franti‰ek Rauch and Kvitoslava Bilinská. In 1991, on the basis of a
successful international audition, he received a four-year scholarship from the
Southern Methodist University of Dallas, studying there with Harris Crohn and
Joaquín Achúcarro. He completed his studies in the United States in 1995
receiving the Artist Certificate and the degree of Master in Music. Karel Ko‰árek
has won a number of international piano competitions. In 1990 he received First
Prize in the Smetana Piano Competition in Hradec Králové and became laureate
of the International F. P. Neglia Competition in Enna, Italy. This success was
followed by victory in the International Young Artist Competition in Corpus
Christi, USA (1992) and in the International Piano Competition in San Antonio,
USA (1993). In addition to this he won the Von Mickwitz Prize for 1992 and the
J. K. Wilson Prize for 1993, awarded by the Meadows Foundation to the best
graduates from American universities. Other achievements include participation
in the finale of one of the most prestigious American piano competitions, the
Walter Naumburg, in New York in 1997. Recitals given in the past seasons in the
United States, Tel Aviv, and St Petersburg, and appearance in concerts in Japan,
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Chamber music occupies a significant place in the vast output of Bohuslav MartinÛ. His First Piano
Quintet, written in 1933, a period during which MartinÛ renewed his interest in the folk-lore and
traditional music of his native Bohemia, is a fine instance of the neo-classicism dominating his output
in the 1930s. The larger-scale Second Piano Quintet, composed in 1944, exhibits the restlessness and
anxiety that MartinÛ felt during the war years. The Sonata for Two Violins and Piano is freer and
more relaxed than the two quintets, and is written in a style more baroque than classical. DDD
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Piano Quintet No. 1 (1933) 17:51
1 I. Poco allegro 5:17
2 II. Andante (poco moderato) 4:16
3 III. Allegretto 3:58
4 IV. Allegro moderato 4:20
Piano Quintet No. 2 (1944) 28:28
5 I. Poco allegro 6:32
6 II. Adagio 7:25
7 III. Scherzo – Poco allegretto 6:03
8 IV. Largo – Allegro (non troppo) 8:28
Sonata for Two Violins and Piano (1932) 12:14
9 I. Allegro poco moderato 4:37
0 II. Andante – Allegro 7:37
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